## Appion - Feature #4083

**transfer stack into picks of unalign image if the ddstack specified for making picks is unaligned**

04/05/2016 01:31 PM - Anchi Cheng
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<td>% Done:</td>
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<tr>
<td>Category:</td>
<td></td>
<td>Estimated time:</td>
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<td>Target version:</td>
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<td>0.00 hour</td>
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### Description

Particle-based frame alignment performs better on the unaligned ddstack

### Associated revisions

**Revision 19670 - 04/05/2016 01:32 PM - acheng**

refs #4083 allow transferring picks to unaligned image

**Revision 00c83381 - 04/05/2016 01:32 PM - Anchi Cheng**

refs #4083 allow transferring picks to unaligned image

### History

#### #1 - 04/05/2016 01:33 PM - Anchi Cheng

r19670 added this feature.

#### #2 - 01/23/2018 06:24 PM - Anchi Cheng

- Description updated
- Status changed from New to Closed